Introduction {#section6-2050312115613350}
============

Atrial fibrillation (AF), the most common age-related arrhythmia, is associated with substantial morbidity and mortality from stroke and thromboembolism.^[@bibr1-2050312115613350]^ Specifically, AF is an important independent risk factor for ischemic stroke. At least 15%--20% of all ischemic strokes occur in patients with AF, and this risk of ischemic stroke increases with age.^[@bibr2-2050312115613350]^ In patients with AF aged 75 years or older, the risk of stroke is higher according to the stroke risk stratification schemes CHADS~2~^[@bibr3-2050312115613350]^ and CHA~2~DS~2~-VASc.^[@bibr4-2050312115613350]^ Oral anticoagulation therapy is a well-established treatment for preventing strokes in patients with AF who are at moderate to high risk of stroke, and the nonvitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants (NOACs) have been recommended as alternatives to warfarin for stroke prevention in patients with nonvalvular AF in various treatment guidelines.^[@bibr5-2050312115613350],[@bibr6-2050312115613350]^

The efficacy and safety of currently marketed NOACs versus warfarin have been evaluated in four phase 3 clinical trials: RE-LY (dabigatran),^[@bibr7-2050312115613350]^ ROCKET-AF (rivaroxaban),^[@bibr8-2050312115613350]^ ARISTOTLE (apixaban),^[@bibr9-2050312115613350]^ and ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 (edoxaban).^[@bibr10-2050312115613350]^ Several published meta-analyses have evaluated the efficacy and safety of the NOACs. Ruff et al.^[@bibr11-2050312115613350]^ conducted a meta-analysis of data from all patients included in the four pivotal trials and found that NOACs as a class significantly reduced stroke or systemic embolism events, all-cause mortality, and intracranial hemorrhage, with a significant increase in gastrointestinal bleeding relative to warfarin. Similar results were obtained by other meta-analyses evaluating the NOACs as a class versus warfarin.^[@bibr12-2050312115613350][@bibr13-2050312115613350][@bibr14-2050312115613350][@bibr15-2050312115613350]--[@bibr16-2050312115613350]^

The relative efficacy and safety of one NOAC to another is an important topic of interest for clinicians and other health-care stakeholders. Although this research question is best addressed by head-to-head clinical trials, researchers have resorted in the absence of such data to performing meta-analyses to indirectly compare one treatment versus another utilizing data from pivotal trials.^‎17--24^ While these studies have acknowledged the potential biases caused by the significant differences in study design and study population characteristics among the NOAC pivotal trials, most did not control for the differences. For example, ARISTOTLE, ROCKET-AF, and ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 were double-blind, double-dummy trials, whereas RE-LY administered warfarin as an open-label treatment. Randomized, open*-*label, blinded trials have been shown to be associated with an enhanced treatment effect compared with double-blind trials for hemorrhagic stroke.^[@bibr25-2050312115613350]^ In addition, ROCKET-AF and ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 enrolled a higher stroke risk population (CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2) compared with ARISTOTLE and RE-LY (CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 1). Time in therapeutic range (TTR) for warfarin also varied widely across the trials. Differences in baseline underlying stroke risk and TTR will affect the effectiveness of warfarin control, favoring treatment that has been studied against a less vigorous warfarin reference. Failure to adjust for these differences could result in significant bias in the results of indirect treatment comparisons assessing the relative efficacy of one NOAC versus another.

The objective of this study was to surpass previous indirect treatment comparisons of NOACs and to evaluate the relative efficacy and safety of edoxaban versus other NOACs in the management of stroke prevention in atrial fibrillaton (SPAF) by adjusting for differences in baseline stroke risk and the length of follow-up among the four phase 3 randomized controlled trials.

Methods {#section7-2050312115613350}
=======

Data sources and search strategy {#section8-2050312115613350}
--------------------------------

A systematic literature search using PubMed, Embase, and the Cochrane Library in accordance with the standards set forth by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement was conducted in March 2013 and updated in December 2013.^[@bibr26-2050312115613350]^ [Table 1](#table1-2050312115613350){ref-type="table"} presents the search strategy developed for PubMed using a combination of Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms and keywords for the studies and the treatments of interest. The PubMed search strategy was then translated for searching the Embase and the Cochrane Library databases. (Additional details are provided in the "Methods" section of the online Appendix.) In addition, the bibliographies of existing literature reviews and meta-analyses, study register websites, submission dossiers presented to the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, and abstracts presented in 2012 and 2013 at various conference were searched.

###### 

PubMed literature search strategy.

![](10.1177_2050312115613350-table1)

  Search number                  Search terms                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            No. of records
  ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------
  Population                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   1                             "Atrial Fibrillation"\[Mesh\] OR atrial fibrillation\*\[Title/Abstract\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                42,823
  Intervention and comparators                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   2                             "Anticoagulants"\[Majr\] OR "Coumarins"\[Majr\] OR "warfarin"\[MeSH\] OR "warfarin"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "vitamin k antagonists"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "DU 176b"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "edoxaban"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "BIBR 1048"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "dabigatran"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "pradaxa"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "pradax"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "BAY 59 7939"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "rivaroxaban"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "xarelto"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "BMS 562247"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "apixaban"\[Title/Abstract\] OR (("aspirin"\[MeSH\] OR "aspirin"\[Title/Abstract\]) AND ("Anticoagulants"\[Majr\] OR "Coumarins"\[Majr\] OR "warfarin"\[MeSH\] OR "warfarin"\[Title/Abstract\] OR "vitamin k antagonists"\[Title/Abstract\]))                                                                                                               58,891
  Study type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   3                             "Clinical Trial, Phase III"\[Publication Type\] OR "Clinical Trials, Phase III as Topic"\[Mesh\] OR "Clinical Trial, Phase IV"\[Publication Type\] OR "Clinical Trials, Phase IV as Topic"\[Mesh\] OR "Clinical Trial, Phase II "\[Publication Type\] OR "Clinical Trials, Phase II as Topic"\[Mesh\] OR "Controlled Clinical Trial"\[Publication Type\] OR "Controlled Clinical Trials as Topic"\[Mesh\] OR "controlled clinical trial" OR "controlled clinical study" OR "Randomized Controlled Trial"\[Publication Type\] OR "Randomized Controlled Trials as Topic"\[Mesh\] OR "randomized controlled trial" OR "randomized controlled study" OR randomised controlled trial\*\[Title/Abstract\] OR randomised controlled stud\*\[Title/Abstract\] OR systematic\[sb\] OR "Meta-Analysis"\[Publication Type\] OR "Meta-Analysis as Topic"\[Mesh\]   708,018
  *Exclusions*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Population                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   4                             "Animals"\[Mesh\] NOT "Humans"\[Mesh\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  3,759,657
  Study type                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   5                             "Clinical Trial, Phase I"\[Publication Type\] OR "Clinical Trials, Phase I as Topic"\[Mesh\] OR "Comment"\[Publication Type\] OR "Editorial"\[Publication Type\] OR "Letter"\[Publication Type\] OR "Case Reports"\[Publication Type\] OR "Review"\[ptyp\] OR "Practice Guideline"\[ptyp\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              4,317,784
  Total                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
   6                             4 OR 5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  7,882,801
  Totals                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   7                             (1 AND 2 AND 3) NOT 6                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   507

Conducted on 5 March 2013. No limits regarding date of publication or language of publication were applied for this literature search.

Inclusion criteria and selection of studies {#section9-2050312115613350}
-------------------------------------------

Using predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria, two reviewers independently reviewed titles and abstracts to identify published clinical studies that were potentially relevant to this study. Randomized controlled trials of patients with nonvalvular AF requiring anticoagulation were selected if the trial compared the efficacy and safety of warfarin with a marketed NOAC. Full-text articles of potentially relevant clinical studies were reviewed to confirm eligibility for inclusion. Any discrepancies were reconciled between the two reviewers or by a third reviewer if necessary. A total of 33 publications were identified as relevant. The PRISMA diagram is presented in [Figure 1](#fig1-2050312115613350){ref-type="fig"}.

![Flow Diagram of Study Selection.\
FDA, United States Food and Drug Administration; NICE, National Institute for Health and Care Excellence.\
The update of the database systematic search was conducted from March 1, 2013, to December 18, 2013, with the objective of capturing additional published subgroup data from dabigatran, rivaroxaban, and apixaban.](10.1177_2050312115613350-fig1){#fig1-2050312115613350}

Four phase 3 pivotal trials for stroke prevention in AF (RE-LY, ROCKET-AF, ARISTOTLE, and ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48) were included in this meta-analysis. Publications of subgroup analyses from RE-LY, ROCKET-AF, and ARISTOTLE were also identified and reviewed.

Data extraction and assessment of risk of bias {#section10-2050312115613350}
----------------------------------------------

Data on study design information, baseline patient characteristics, interventions, and treatment outcomes were extracted from the original study publications using a standardized abstraction form. Data were checked for accuracy by two reviewers independently; the risk of bias of individual studies was assessed at the study and outcome levels using the quality criteria recommended by the Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care.^[@bibr27-2050312115613350]^ Overall, the phase 3 studies included in this meta-analysis were high quality and had a low risk of bias at the study level and at each study endpoint level.

[Table 2](#table2-2050312115613350){ref-type="table"} summarizes the main differences across the trials in terms of the trial designs, length of follow-up, and patient characteristics. (Additional details are presented in the online Appendix.) At baseline, more patients in ROCKET-AF and ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 than in RE-LY and ARISTOTLE had a previous stroke or transient ischemic attack, as well as other comorbidities such as diabetes, hypertension, and heart failure, resulting in a higher mean CHADS~2~ score in these trial populations. ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 was the longest trial, with a median follow-up of 2.8 years, compared with 1.8 years in ARISTOTLE, 1.9 years in ROCKET-AF, and 2.0 years in RE-LY. Mean TTR for the warfarin comparator was higher in ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 (64.9%), ARISTOTLE (62.2%), and RE-LY (64.0%) than for ROCKET-AF (55.0%). The proportion of patients with baseline aspirin use also varied from 29% for ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 to 40% for RE-LY.

###### 

Summary of randomized controlled trials of NOACs versus warfarin.
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                                                               RE-LY (dabigatran)     ROCKET-AF (rivaroxaban)   ARISTOTLE (apixaban)   ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 (edoxaban)
  ------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------
  Total patients in phase 3 trial                              18,113                 14,264                    18,201                 21,105
  Trial design                                                 Open-label             Double-blinded            Double-blinded         Double-blinded
  Years of follow-up (median)                                  2.0                    1.9                       1.8                    2.8
  Male (%)                                                     63.2% (D), 63.3% (W)   60.3% (R), 60.3% (W)      64.5% (A), 65.0% (W)   62.1% (E), 62.4% (W)
  Mean CHADS~2~ score                                          2.2 (D), 2.1 (W)       3.5 (R), 3.5 (W)          2.1 (A), 2.1 (W)       2.8 (E), 2.8 (W)
  Patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2                             67.8% (D), 69.1% (W)   100%                      66%                    100%
  Patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 3                             32.6% (D), 32.1% (W)   87%                       30.2%                  53.4% (E); 52.6% (W)
  Patients with previous stroke or transient ischemic attack   20.3% (D), 19.8% (W)   54.9% (R), 54.6% (W)      19.2% (A), 19.7%(W)    28.1% (E), 28% (W)
  Patients with diabetes                                       23% (D), 23% (W)       40% (R), 40% (W)          25% (A), 25% (W)       36% (E), 36% (W)
  Patients with hypertension                                   79% (D), 79% (W)       90% (R), 91% (W)          87% (A), 88% (W)       94% (E), 94% (W)
  Patients with heart failure                                  31.8% (D), 31.9% (W)   62.6% (R), 62.3% (W)      35.5% (A), 35.4% (W)   58.2% (E), 58% (W)
  Patients who used aspirin at baseline                        38.7% (D), 40.6% (W)   36.3% (R), 36.7% (W)      31.3% (A), 30.5% (W)   29.4% (E), 29.7% (W)
  Mean TTR                                                     64.0%                  55.0%                     62.2%                  64.9%

A: apixaban; AF: atrial fibrillation; CHADS~2:~ stroke risk factor scoring system in which 1 point is given for history of congestive heart failure, hypertension, age ⩾ 75 years, and diabetes and 2 points are given for history of stroke or transient ischemic attack; D: dabigatran; E: edoxaban; NOAC: nonvitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulant; R: rivaroxaban; TTR: time in therapeutic range; W: warfarin.

Outcome measures {#section11-2050312115613350}
----------------

Consistent with study endpoints in the pivotal trials, the composite endpoint of stroke and systemic embolism was defined as the primary *efficacy* endpoint, and major bleeding was defined as the primary *safety* endpoint in the network meta-analyses (NMAs). Across the trials, major bleeding was defined using the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH) criteria^[@bibr28-2050312115613350]^ (see Table A-1 in supplemental appendix). In addition, the following secondary endpoints were evaluated, depending on data availability: composite of major bleeding and clinically relevant nonmajor bleeding, ischemic stroke, hemorrhagic stroke, systemic embolism, all-cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, myocardial infarction, intracranial hemorrhage, gastrointestinal bleeding, clinically relevant nonmajor bleeding, and fatal bleeding. For consistency across trials, efficacy endpoints in general were based on intention-to-treat (ITT) population in the overall study period, and safety endpoints were based on safety population on-treatment period (with a few exceptions due to data availability). No hierarchical testing was performed for the meta-analyses.

Statistical methods {#section12-2050312115613350}
-------------------

The NMA included the four large clinical trials that compared a NOAC with warfarin. To minimize potential biases resulting from differences in patient clinical characteristics between the trials, only data from patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 in RE-LY and ARISTOTLE were used in the NMA. Previous studies have shown that the net clinical benefit of warfarin varied by CHADS~2~ score, where warfarin has essentially no clinical benefit in patients with CHADS~2~ score of 0 and 1, and net clinical benefit increased to 2.22% in patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 4.^[@bibr29-2050312115613350]^ Therefore, it is important to adjust for differences in underlying stroke risk when comparing the relative efficacy and safety of one NOAC versus another when warfarin is used as the reference comparator. In addition, to minimize potential biases resulting from differences in the duration of study follow-up, annualized event rates were analyzed.

A mixed Poisson's regression model with treatment as a fixed effect and study as a random effect was developed separately for each outcome to provide treatment-effect estimates of the relative efficacy and safety of edoxaban in comparison with apixaban, dabigatran, and rivaroxaban. In this analysis, we derived total person-years of exposure for each specific event in each treatment arm based on the event rate (percentage of patients per year) and the number of patients experiencing an event as reported in the pivotal trial publications. Risk ratios (RRs) comparing the annualized event rate (percentage of patients with event per year) for the high- and low-dose edoxaban regimens versus other NOACs along with the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were reported. Assessment of the consistency of effects across studies is an essential part of meta-analysis. However, we were unable to perform heterogeneity test and report the I^2^ statistic that is typically included with other meta-analyses due to the lack of repeated pair of treatment data in our network. We only have data from one pivotal trial for each of the NOAC evaluated in this study. To confirm model validity, estimated RRs of the primary efficacy and primary safety endpoints for each treatment versus warfarin derived from the NMA were compared with results of direct comparison from the pivotal trials. All analyses were performed using SAS software version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).

Results {#section13-2050312115613350}
=======

Safety endpoints {#section14-2050312115613350}
----------------

For the primary safety endpoint, major bleeding, the high-dose edoxaban regimen (60 mg/30 mg dose reduced) had a significantly lower risk of major bleeding than rivaroxaban (RR, 0.76; 95% CI, 0.66--0.89), dabigatran 150 mg (RR, 0.72; 95% CI, 0.61--0.84), and dabigatran 110 mg (RR, 0.83; 95% CI, 0.71--0.98; [Figure 2](#fig2-2050312115613350){ref-type="fig"}). The risk of major bleeding was similar between the high-dose edoxaban regimen and apixaban (RR, 1.08; 95% CI, 0.91--1.28). The risk of intracranial hemorrhage for the high-dose edoxaban regimen was similar to that for apixaban, dabigatran 150 mg, dabigatran 110 mg, and rivaroxaban ([Table 3](#table3-2050312115613350){ref-type="table"}). Notably, the high-dose edoxaban regimen also had significantly lower rates of the composite of major bleeding and clinically relevant bleeding (RR, 0.81; 95% CI, 0.72--0.90), major gastrointestinal bleeding (RR, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.63--0.91), and clinically relevant nonmajor bleeding (RR, 0.80; 95% CI, 0.71--0.90) compared with those for rivaroxaban. Data for composite major and clinically relevant nonmajor bleeding and major gastrointestinal bleeding in patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 were not available for dabigatran and apixaban.

![Major bleeding ratios: Risk ratios and 95% confidence intervals are represented for major bleeding for the high-dose edoxaban regimen versus other NOACs. Ratios are estimated only for patients with CHADS2 score ≥ 2 at baseline.\
BID, twice daily; CHADS2, stroke risk factor scoring system in which 1 point is given for history of congestive heart failure, hypertension, age ≥ 75 years, and diabetes, and 2 points are given for history of stroke or transient ischemic attack; NOAC, non -vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulant; QD, once daily.](10.1177_2050312115613350-fig2){#fig2-2050312115613350}

###### 

Key secondary endpoints from network meta-analysis: risk ratio (95% confidence interval) for high- and low-dose edoxaban versus other NOACs in patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 at baseline.
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  Secondary endpoints                                                         High-dose edoxaban regimen versus rivaroxaban                              High-dose edoxaban regimen versus apixaban   High-dose edoxaban regimen versus dabigatran 110 mg                        High-dose edoxaban regimen versus dabigatran 150 mg
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Safety endpoints^[a](#table-fn4-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Intracranial hemorrhage                                                    0.76 (0.52--1.10)                                                          1.06 (0.69--1.62)                            1.63 (0.96--2.76)^[b](#table-fn5-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^   1.02 (0.65--1.59)^[b](#table-fn5-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^
   Major gastrointestinal bleed                                               0.75 (0.63--0.91)                                                          N/A                                          N/A                                                                        N/A
   CRNM bleeding                                                              0.80 (0.71--0.90)                                                          N/A                                          N/A                                                                        N/A
   Fatal bleeding                                                             1.22 (0.68--2.17)                                                          N/A                                          N/A                                                                        N/A
  Efficacy endpoints^[c](#table-fn6-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                                                      
   Ischemic stroke                                                            0.95 (0.73--1.24)                                                          1.09 (0.81--1.48)                            N/A                                                                        N/A
   Hemorrhagic stroke                                                         0.87 (0.56--1.35)                                                          N/A                                          N/A                                                                        N/A
   Systemic embolism                                                          0.57 (0.25--1.27)                                                          N/A                                          N/A                                                                        N/A
   All-cause mortality                                                        0.95 (0.83--1.08)^[d](#table-fn7-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^   1.01 (0.87--1.16)                            0.95 (0.81--1.10)                                                          0.94 (0.81--1.09)
   Cardiovascular mortality                                                   0.99 (0.78--1.25)^[d](#table-fn7-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^   N/A                                          0.93 (0.80--1.08)                                                          0.96 (0.82--1.12)
   Myocardial infarction                                                      1.05 (0.72--1.51)^[d](#table-fn7-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^   1.15 (0.86--1.55)                            N/A                                                                        N/A
  Secondary endpoints                                                         Low-dose edoxaban regimen versus rivaroxaban                               Low-dose edoxaban regimen versus apixaban    Low-dose edoxaban regimen versus dabigatran 110 mg                         Low-dose edoxaban regimen versus dabigatran 150 mg
  Safety endpoints^[a](#table-fn4-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Intracranial hemorrhage                                                    0.50 (0.33--0.77)                                                          0.71 (0.45--1.12)                            1.09 (0.62--1.90)^[b](#table-fn5-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^   0.68 (0.42--1.10)^[b](#table-fn5-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^
   Major gastrointestinal bleed                                               0.41 (0.33--0.51)                                                          N/A                                          N/A                                                                        N/A
   CRNM bleeding                                                              0.61 (0.54--0.69)                                                          N/A                                          N/A                                                                        N/A
   Fatal bleeding                                                             0.75 (0.40--1.41)                                                          N/A                                          N/A                                                                        N/A
  Efficacy endpoints^[c](#table-fn6-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^                                                                                                                                                                                                      
   Ischemic stroke                                                            1.34 (1.04--1.74)                                                          1.55 (1.15--2.09)                            N/A                                                                        N/A
   Hemorrhagic stroke                                                         0.53 (0.33--0.87)                                                          N/A                                          N/A                                                                        N/A
   Systemic embolism                                                          1.07 (0.51--2.23)                                                          N/A                                          N/A                                                                        N/A
   All-cause mortality                                                        0.90 (0.79--1.03)^[d](#table-fn7-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^   0.96 (0.83--1.10)                            0.90 (0.77--1.05)                                                          0.90 (0.77. 1.04)
   Cardiovascular mortality                                                   0.97 (0.77--1.24)^[d](#table-fn7-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^   N/A                                          0.92 (0.79--1.07)                                                          0.95 (0.81--1.10)
   Myocardial Infarction                                                      1.35 (0.94--1.93)^[d](#table-fn7-2050312115613350){ref-type="table-fn"}^   1.47 (1.10--1.95)                            N/A                                                                        N/A

CHADS~2~: stroke risk factor scoring system in which 1 point is given for history of congestive heart failure, hypertension, age ⩾ 75 years, and diabetes and 2 points are given for history of stroke or transient ischemic attack; CRNM: clinically relevant nonmajor; N/A: not available; NOAC: nonvitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulant; ITT: intention-to-treat.

Data from safety on-treatment period analyses with exceptions noted.

Data from ITT overall period population were used for dabigatran due to data availability.

Data from ITT population in the overall study period, with exceptions noted.

Data from safety on-treatment population were used for rivaroxaban due to data availability.

The low-dose edoxaban regimen (30 mg/15 mg dose reduced) had a significantly lower rate of major bleeding than all other NOACs, with a RR of 0.63 (95% CI, 0.52--0.76) versus apixaban, 0.42 (95% CI, 0.35--0.50) versus dabigatran 150 mg, 0.49 (95% CI, 0.41--0.59) versus dabigatran 110 mg, and 0.45 (95% CI, 0.38--0.53) versus rivaroxaban, respectively. The risk of intracranial hemorrhage for the low-dose edoxaban regimen was similar to apixaban and both dabigatran doses. Compared with rivaroxaban, the low-dose edoxaban regimen had significantly lower rates of the composite of major bleeding and clinically relevant nonmajor bleeding, intracranial hemorrhage, major gastrointestinal bleeding, and clinically relevant nonmajor bleeding.

Efficacy endpoints {#section15-2050312115613350}
------------------

Among the patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2, the risk of the primary efficacy endpoint, the composite of stroke and systemic embolism, for the high-dose edoxaban regimen was similar to that for apixaban, dabigatran 150 mg, dabigatran 110 mg, and rivaroxaban (all RRs vs the high-dose edoxaban regimen, *P* \> 0.05; [Figure 3](#fig3-2050312115613350){ref-type="fig"}). There were no significant differences in ischemic stroke risk among the high-dose edoxaban regimen, apixaban, and rivaroxaban treatment groups (dabigatran data for patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 were not available). The risk of hemorrhagic stroke was similar between the high-dose edoxaban regimen and rivaroxaban. Comparison of the risk of hemorrhagic stroke was not possible for edoxaban versus apixaban and dabigatran because apixaban and dabigatran data were not available for patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 ([Table 3](#table3-2050312115613350){ref-type="table"}).

![Stroke and systemic embolism ratios: Risk ratios and 95% confidence intervals are represented for the composite of stroke and systemic embolism for the high-dose edoxaban regimen versus other NOACs. Ratios are estimated only for patients with CHADS2 score ≥ 2 at baseline.\
BID, twice daily; CHADS2, stroke risk factor scoring system in which 1 point is given for history of congestive heart failure, hypertension, age ≥ 75 years, and diabetes, and 2 points are given for history of stroke or transient ischemic attack; NOAC, non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulant; QD, once daily.](10.1177_2050312115613350-fig3){#fig3-2050312115613350}

The high-dose edoxaban regimen also had a risk of all-cause mortality similar to those for apixaban, dabigatran 150 mg, dabigatran 110 mg, and rivaroxaban (all RRs vs the high-dose edoxaban regimen, *P* \> 0.05). Cardiovascular mortality was also similar between the high-dose edoxaban regimen, rivaroxaban, and dabigatran (*P* \> 0.05). Cardiovascular mortality data among patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 were not available for apixaban; thus, a comparison between the high-dose edoxaban regimen and apixaban for this endpoint was not made. No significant differences were found among the high-dose edoxaban regimen, rivaroxaban, and apixaban for the myocardial infarction endpoint (*P* \> 0.05; [Table 3](#table3-2050312115613350){ref-type="table"}).

The low-dose edoxaban regimen had a significantly higher risk of stroke and systemic embolism than apixaban (RR, 1.41; 95% CI, 1.12--1.77) and dabigatran 150 mg (RR, 1.64; 95% CI, 1.26--2.13) but a similar risk of rivaroxaban (RR, 1.17; 95% CI, 0.92--1.50). The rate of ischemic stroke was significantly higher with the low-dose edoxaban regimen than with apixaban, rivaroxaban, and the high-dose edoxaban regimen. The low-dose edoxaban regimen was associated with a lower risk of hemorrhagic stroke (RR, 0.53; 95% CI, 0.33--0.87) than rivaroxaban. Compared with apixaban, the risk of myocardial infarction was higher for the low-dose edoxaban regimen (RR, 1.47; 95% CI, 1.10--1.95). There were no significant differences in the risk of all-cause mortality and cardiovascular mortality for the low-dose edoxaban regimen versus other NOACs (comparison vs apixaban for cardiovascular mortality was not performed due to the lack of available apixaban data).

Other analyses {#section16-2050312115613350}
--------------

[Table 4](#table4-2050312115613350){ref-type="table"} presents the results of each NOAC versus warfarin. Hazard ratios (HRs) for apixaban and dabigatran versus warfarin among patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 were not directly reported in published literature. Nevertheless, RR estimates comparing NOACs versus warfarin among patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 from the NMA were generally similar to the HR results based on direct comparison from the individual pivotal trials, confirming the validity of the model results. The significantly lower risk of the primary efficacy endpoint in the high-dose edoxaban regimen versus warfarin observed in the analysis could be due to the inclusion of less-well-controlled warfarin from ROCKET-AF in the pooled warfarin arm. The treatment effect of warfarin depends on TTR, and the mean TTR below 60% indicates that warfarin may be inefficient.^[@bibr30-2050312115613350]^ The TTR level varied across the NOAC pivotal trials. In particular, mean TTR was only 55% of the time (median, 58%; interquartile range, 43%--71%) among patients in the warfarin group in ROCKET-AF study. As the result, mixing warfarin data from studies with lower TTR may result in a better relative treatment effect compared with warfarin for treatments that have been studied under a more rigorous TTR.

###### 

Annualized events and risk ratios of NOACs versus warfarin in patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 at baseline.

![](10.1177_2050312115613350-table4)

                                                                   Pivotal trials (CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2)   Network meta-analysis                       
  ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  Major bleeding (safety, on-treatment period)                                                                                                       
   Apixaban versus warfarin                                        3.52                                  2.56                    Not reported        0.73 (0.63--0.84)
   Dabigatran 150 mg versus warfarin                               3.90                                  3.91                    Not reported        1.09 (0.96--1.24)
   Dabigatran 110 mg versus warfarin                               3.90                                  3.38                    Not reported        0.94 (0.82--1.08)
   Rivaroxaban versus warfarin                                     3.4                                   3.6                     1.04 (0.90--1.20)   1.03 (0.91--1.15)
   Edoxaban high-dose regimen versus Warfarin                      3.43                                  2.75                    0.80 (0.71--0.91)   0.78 (0.70--0.88)
   Edoxaban low-dose regimen versus warfarin                       3.43                                  1.61                    0.47 (0.41--0.55)   0.46 (0.40--0.53)
  Major bleeding--CRNM bleeding (safety, on-treatment period)                                                                                        
   Apixaban versus warfarin                                        Not reported                          Not reported            Not reported        Not reported
   Dabigatran 150 mg versus warfarin                               Not reported                          Not reported            Not reported        Not reported
   Dabigatran 110 mg versus warfarin                               Not reported                          Not reported            Not reported        Not reported
   Rivaroxaban versus warfarin                                     14.5                                  14.9                    1.03 (0.96--1.11)   1.04 (0.97--1.13)
   Edoxaban high-dose regimen versus Warfarin                      13.02                                 11.10                   0.86 (0.80--0.92)   0.84 (0.78--0.90)
   Edoxaban low-dose regimen versus warfarin                       13.02                                 7.97                    0.60 (0.57--0.67)   0.60 (0.56--0.65)
  Stroke and systemic embolic events (ITT, overall study period)                                                                                     
   Apixaban versus warfarin                                        2.00                                  1.56                    Not reported        0.77 (0.64--0.93)
   Dabigatran 150 mg versus warfarin                               2.00                                  1.34                    Not reported        0.66 (0.53--0.83)
   Dabigatran 110 mg versus warfarin                               2.00                                  1.78                    Not reported        0.88 (0.72--1.08)
   Rivaroxaban versus warfarin                                     2.4                                   2.1                     0.88 (0.75--1.03)   0.93 (0.78--1.11)
   Edoxaban high-dose regimen versus warfarin                      1.80                                  1.57                    0.87 (0.73--1.04)   0.84 (0.72--0.98)
   Edoxaban low-dose regimen versus warfarin                       1.80                                  2.04                    1.13 (0.96--1.34)   1.09 (0.94--1.26)

CI: confidence interval; CRNM: clinically relevant nonmajor; HR: hazard ratio; ITT: intention to treat; NOAC: nonvitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulant; RR: risk ratio; CHADS~2~: stroke risk factor scoring system in which 1 point is given for history of congestive heart failure, hypertension, age ⩾ 75 years, and diabetes and 2 points are given for history of stroke or transient ischemic attack.

Discussion {#section17-2050312115613350}
==========

In an era of evidence-based health-care decision making, health-care stakeholders are very interested in comparative research data. In the absence of head-to-head clinical trials, indirect treatment comparison or NMA is often used as an alternative to provide data on the relative efficacy and safety of one treatment versus another. However, the validity of NMA requires the studies included in the network to be "clinically and methodologically" similar,^[@bibr31-2050312115613350],[@bibr32-2050312115613350]^ and appropriate adjustment must be made for differences. The differences in study design and clinical characteristics of patients in the four pivotal trials comparing apixaban, dabigatran, edoxaban, and rivaroxaban versus warfarin have been widely discussed in the literature.^[@bibr11-2050312115613350],[@bibr17-2050312115613350],[@bibr18-2050312115613350]^ However, adjustment for these differences is challenging in the absence of patient-level data from each of these trials.

We attempted to adjust for differences among the pivotal trials by adjusting for length of follow-up and limiting the analysis to patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2. Because there were no informative priors to use for a Bayesian approach, we opted for a frequentist approach in which we generated the likelihood function using a mixed Poisson's regression model. Poisson's analysis of annualized event rates assumed the risk of events of interest to be constant over the follow-up period. This assumption would be violated when the chance of events is varied during the exposure time. This concern was somewhat abated by the fact that the relative efficacy and safety of NOAC versus warfarin estimated by Poisson's models were consistent with the direct evidence from the original pivotal trials, supporting the validity of our methodology.

Our results on the relative efficacy of edoxaban versus other NOACs were generally consistent with previous indirect treatment comparisons that did not control for these differences^[@bibr11-2050312115613350],[@bibr17-2050312115613350],[@bibr18-2050312115613350]^ with a few exceptions. Similar to previous studies,^[@bibr11-2050312115613350],[@bibr17-2050312115613350],[@bibr18-2050312115613350]^ we found no significant differences in the efficacy of the high-dose edoxaban regimen in reducing the risk of stroke and systemic embolism when compared with other NOACs, and we found that the risk of major bleeding for the high-dose edoxaban regimen was similar to that of apixaban and lower than that of rivaroxaban. In contrast to two other NMAs incorporating data from all patients enrolled in RE-LY (patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 1), which found that the high-dose edoxaban regimen had rates of major bleeding similar to those of the dabigatran 150 mg and 110 mg regimens,^[@bibr17-2050312115613350],[@bibr18-2050312115613350]^ our results showed a lower risk of major bleeding with the high-dose edoxaban regimen relative to both dabigatran doses in patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2. Because of the need to limit the analysis to include data for patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2, we were unable to compare and draw conclusions about many secondary efficacy and safety endpoints, as other previous studies have done. However, the noted differences in study results further underscore the importance of adjusting for baseline patient characteristics when conducting NMA to minimize biases.

This study has several limitations. Foremost, data for patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 were not available for many endpoints for the RE-LY and ARISTOTLE trials. Therefore, we were not able to fully evaluate the relative efficacy and safety of edoxaban relative to dabigatran and apixaban. Similar to many meta-analyses,^[@bibr17-2050312115613350][@bibr18-2050312115613350][@bibr19-2050312115613350][@bibr20-2050312115613350][@bibr21-2050312115613350][@bibr22-2050312115613350][@bibr23-2050312115613350]--[@bibr24-2050312115613350]^ heterogeneity across the individual studies included in the analysis is a potential limitation. Although limiting study populations to patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2 across individual studies may somewhat mitigate heterogeneity bias, there were still other characteristics unique to each study that we were unable to adjust for. For example, in the absence of patient-level data from each of the pivotal trials and published subgroup data among patients with CHADS~2~ score ⩾ 2, we were unable to control for two important treatment-effect modifiers: TTR and concomitant aspirin use that can significantly affect efficacy and safety outcomes. While concomitant aspirin use may increase the risk of bleeding, poor international normalized ratio (INR) control or decrease (TTR) has been shown to increase the risk of mortality, thromboembolic events, and major bleeding risk in patients treated with warfarin.^[@bibr33-2050312115613350],[@bibr34-2050312115613350]^ TTR subgroup data for the overall trial population is only available for RE-LY, ARISTOTLE, and ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 trials in the published literature, but TTR and aspirin use subgroup data for CHADS~2~ ⩾ 2 patients are not available. Adjustment for aspirin use is also difficult in the absence of patient-level data to allow for appropriate adjustment of aspirin dose on an individual basis. For example, the ENGAGE AF-TIMI 48 and RE-LY trials allowed concomitant aspirin up to 100 mg/day in the study; no information on concomitant aspirin dosages is available for the ARISTOTLE and ROCKET-AF trials, except that in ARISTOTLE, patients needed aspirin at a dose of \>165 mg/day were excluded. Furthermore, the percentages of patients who were taking concomitant aspirin during the ARISTOTLE trial are not available from published sources. Hence, the inability to adjust for differences in TTR across pivotal trials will bias results in favor of NOAC treatment with the lowest TTR in the pivotal trial. In addition, the small number of available studies (i.e. four pivotal trials) had prevented us from using meta-regression to control for multiple treatment-effect modifiers at the same time. Furthermore, we were unable to statistically adjust for differences between open-label administration of warfarin in RE-LY and double-blind administration of warfarin in other studies. Because data for each NOAC were only available from a single pivotal trial, and the four clinical trials included in our NMA did not form a single closed loop in the network, and heterogeneity test for results consistency could not be performed. Finally, recent treatment guidelines have adopted the CHA~2~-DS~2~-VASc score as stroke risk stratification scheme for the recommendation of oral anticoagulation therapy.^[@bibr35-2050312115613350]^ The generalizability of our study findings to clinical practice could be limited by the use of CHADS~2~ scores as stroke risk stratification in the pivotal studies. Therefore, future comparative effectiveness research is warranted to confirm our study findings.

Conclusion {#section18-2050312115613350}
==========

Significant differences in patient characteristics and trial design exist among the four pivotal phase 3 trials comparing an individual NOAC with warfarin. The results of comparing NOACs versus warfarin from our NMA were generally consistent with the results of direct comparison of the NOACs versus warfarin in the individual pivotal studies. Our study showed that the high-dose edoxaban regimen had a significantly lower risk of major bleeding compared with the risks of rivaroxaban, dabigatran 150 mg, and dabigatran 110 mg, and a risk similar to that of apixaban. The high-dose edoxaban regimen was also similarly efficacious in reducing the risk of stroke and systemic embolism compared with the other NOACs. Low-dose edoxaban had similar efficacy and reduced bleeding compared with rivaroxaban and dabigatran 110 mg and had higher rates of stroke and systemic embolic events and reduced bleeding rates compared with apixaban and dabigatran 150 mg. Notwithstanding the study's limitations, high-dose edoxaban regimen may be a favorable once-daily alternative to other NOACs for stroke prevention among patients with nonvalvular AF who have a CHADS~2~ score of ⩾2. Study findings need to be confirmed by future head-to-head comparison studies.
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